
1 ‘Weird Weekends’ was a documentary series hosted by whom? Louis Theroux

2 Which 2018 Academy Award nominated film was Daniel Day-Lewis' final role before retirement? Phantom Thread

3 True or false: Simba is the Swahili word for lion? True

4 Who created and wrote the smash TV hit 'Fleabag'? Phoebe Waller-Bridge

5 What was the subtitle of the second film in the 'Austin Powers' series? The Spy Who Shagged Me

6 Also the name of an English county, what is the name of the character played by Morgan Freeman in the 1995 film 'Se7en'? Somerset

7 Which 1980s film had the line 'Say hello to my little friend'? Scarface

8 What style of hat does Indiana Jones wear in the 'Indiana Jones' films: A)Fedora, B)Trilby, C)Cowboy? A)Fedora

9 In the 1941 film 'Citizen Kane', what is Charles Foster Kane's dying word? Rosebud

10 Who starred alongside Will Smith as Marcus in the film 'Bad Boys'? Martin Lawrence

11 What is the term for molten rock found below the earth's surface: Lava or Magma? Magma

12 The Western Ghats are a chain of mountains found in which Asian country? India

13 Name the peninsula located on the shores of the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov? Crimea

14 Also the name of a 1920s dance move, what is the State Capital of West Virginia? Charleston

15 The Horseshoe Falls, The American Falls and Bridal Veil Falls collectively make up which famous attraction? Niagara Falls

16 Which country has the larger population; Madagascar or the Czech Republic? Madagascar

17 Damascus is the capital city of which country? Syria

18 Which European country's flag features a yellow triangle, 7 full stars and a blue background? Bosnia and Herzegovina

19 What was the currency of the Netherlands until 2002? Guilder

20 In which country would you find the province of KwaZulu-Natal? South Africa

21 Whittling is the art of carving shapes out of what material? Wood

22 In the 'Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy' what is the name of the first ship to successfully use the 'Infinite Improbability Drive'? Heart Of Gold

23 What is the name of the trilogy, written by Philip Pullman, that contains novels such as ‘Northern Lights’ and ‘the Subtle Knife’? His Dark Materials

24 Which European country's flag is featured in the painting 'Liberty Leading the People? France

25 In terms of the numeric book identifier, what does the S in ISBN stand for: Standard or Serial? Standard

26 What are the 2 cities mentioned in the title of Charles Dickens’ ‘A Tale of Two Cities’? London and Paris=1pt each

27 In which 1954 novel would you find tribes using a conch to maintain order while lost on an island? Lord of the Flies

28 In the ‘Mr. Men’ series, what colour is Mr.Tickle? Orange

29 Name the Austrian painter responsible for the 1907 work 'The Kiss'? Gustav Klimt

30 Which mural would you find painted in the refectory of the Santa Maria in Milan? The Last Supper

31 What is the name for the tallest and heaviest species of Penguin? Emperor Penguin

32 Which juicy fruit was historically called a 'Persian apple'? Peach

33 In humans, what is the medical name of the largest bone below the knee? Tibia

34 What multinational sportswear company was founded by Adolf Dassler in 1949? Adidas

35 What British newspaper, founded in 1888, is known for printing on pink paper? Financial Times

36 Name the American serial killer, born in 1942, who was given the nickname ‘the Killer Clown’? John Wayne Gacy

37 What animal was the Pied Piper of Hamelin hired to lure away? Rats

38 In what year was the first edition of the cricket contest 'The Ashes': A)1882, B)1902, C)1922? A)1882

39 Which composer, famous for popular film scores, has written themes for the 1984, 1988, 1996, and 2002 Olympic Games? John Williams

40 What was the name of the world’s first adhesive postage stamp used in a public postal system? Penny Black
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